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1. Feladatsor

Olvasott szöveg értése

Task 1

Read some ideas for using smart phones. The paragraph headings 
are missing from the text. Choose the most appropriate heading 
from the list (A–H) for each paragraph (1–6). There is ONE extra 
heading which you do NOT need to use. Write your answers in the 
boxes after the text. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Some Brilliant Things You Didn’t Know Your Phone Could Do

0) ______

regret giving your number out to that bloke you met in the pizza shop on friday? 
Well, luckily for you, you can simply block them and enjoy those lazy afternoons 
without someone trying to sell you something. If you’ve got an iPhone, simply go 
on your recent callers list, press the ‘I’ next to the number and just press ‘block this 
caller’, easy!

1) ______

You’re going out soon but your phone is about to die and you really can’t be late, so 
what do you do? Whether you have an iPhone or an android, simply turn airplane 
Mode on and plug that baby in! Your phone charges almost twice as fast in airplane 
mode, meaning by the time you’re ready to go out, it’ll be fully charged and you can 
bombard your twitter with loads of selfies!

2) ______

so you’re on a long trip and have got little use for your 4g but you’re waiting for 
a really important call… how do you keep your phone from dying? Well, you can 
prolong your battery life by following these simple steps: Bluetooth, gPs (settings 
> location > switch to off and sync for apps (settings > ‘accounts‘ select which apps 
to stop syncing (twitter, facebook, and spotify will drain it quickly)).

3) ______

off out for a walk in the middle of nowhere but really don’t want to end up lost 
and wandering through the woods for a few hours? Well, you can set your maps 
to ‘offline Mode‘! all you need to do is go into ‘Maps’, press the Menu Button, and 
select ‘Make available offline’. then just pinch or zoom to select the map area you 
want to download, then press ‘done‘. Now you won’t get lost…maybe!

4) ______

1. 
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You’ve probably made a few typos in your texts and you’re getting a bit sick of having 
to go back and delete everything, wasting even more time. However, all you really 
need to do is shake your phone – somewhat like a Polaroid picture – and your text 
will delete! and if you shake it again you can also redo what you’ve deleted!

5) ______

We’ve all been there, frantically trying to find your phone as you’re getting ready 
for work. Well, all you have to do is download android device Manager from the 
Play store then just go to https://www.google.com/android/devicemanager on your 
browser to find out exactly where your phone is. iPhone has a similar system but it 
does work better if you have another apple product – simply download the find My 
iPhone app.

6) ______

Usually, your password is just a four digit passcode and if someone spots it, they’ll 
have access to all your pictures. did you know you can change it to a lettered 
password? Making it much harder for anyone to figure it out, all you need to do is 
go to settings > lock screen and tap screen lock then change the level of security 
you want! It’s just as easy on iPhone, go to settings > Passcode, then swipe off the 
simple Passcodeoption and there you go!

A) Block annoying numbers

B) Maps offline

C) Control your PC from your phone

D) shake to delete

E) Make your password super safe

F) Charge your phone faster

G) find your phone

H) Keep your phone alive for longer

0) 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6)
A

 6 pont
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Task 2

Read the following article about the Magic Cube. Some parts 
of the text are missing. Choose the most suitable part from 
the list (A–I) for each gap (7–14) in the text. There is ONE extra 
part which you do NOT need to use. Write your answers in the 
boxes after the text. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Professor Erno Rubik, Inventor

In the mid-1970s, I was teaching design at the academy of applied arts in Budapest. 
I was searching for 0) ____ 3d movement to my students and one day found myself 
staring into the river danube, looking at how the water moved around the pebbles. 
this became the inspiration for 7) ____ . the fact that it can do this without falling 
apart is part of its magic.
I experimented in my mother’s flat, using wood, 8) ____ to make a prototype.  
I needed some sort of coding to bring sense to the rotations of the cube, so I used 
the simplest and strongest solution: primary colours. Putting the stickers on 9) ____ 
felt very emotional. I knew it was revolutionary. the moment I started twisting the 
sides, I could see it was a proper puzzle – but what I didn’t know was whether it 
could be solved. It 10) ____ : there are 43 quintillion permutations!
once I’d cracked it, I knew it could sell. But it took me three years 11) ____ . first, 
a firm called Politechnika manufactured it as Buvos Kocka, or Magic Cube. then a 
salesman called tibor laczi told me he could get it distributed on 12) ____ . He has 
since described me as being “terribly dressed, looking like a beggar, with a cheap 
Hungarian cigarette hanging out of my mouth”.
He told me we 13) ____ and took it to the 1979 Nuremberg toy fair where it was 
seen by tom Kremer, who was the key to getting global distribution. I’ve always 
kept my distance from the business side, though. I feel more like 14) ____ : my cube 
inspired thousands of “twisty puzzles” and I’m amazed how it continues to excite 
new generations. People have taken cubes underwater and to outer space. on the 
40th anniversary, I was in New York to see the empire state Building light up in its 
colours.

 
A) a way to demonstrate

B) rubber bands and paper clips

C) could sell millions

D) people in charge

E) the cube’s twisting mechanism

F) a father to a child

G) to get it to market

H) took me weeks

I) the finished cube

CSERÉLNI 

KELL!
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J) the other side of the iron curtain

0) 7) 8) 9) 10) 11) 12) 13) 14)
A

 8 pont

Task 3

You are going to read an article about a superstition. Read the 
four different parts. In which text (A–D) can you find the 
information (15–20)? Write your answers in the boxes. There is an 
example (0) at the beginning.

Is Friday the 13th Actually Unlucky?

A) analysis of ten years’ worth of data from car insurer aviva found that car accident 
claims increased by an average of – you guessed it – 13 per cent on friday the 13th, 
compared to other days in the same month. However, other studies suggest fewer 
accidents and fires occur because people take more care on friday the 13th, says the 
Independent.

B) dr Caroline Watt, from the University of edinburgh’s department of psychology, 
has said that holding such superstitions could prove the greatest risk. “If people 
believe in the superstition of friday the 13th then they believe they are in greater 
danger on that day. as a result they may be more anxious and distracted and this 
could lead to accidents. It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.”

C) Historian donald dossey once told the National geographic that friday the 13th 
costs the american economy approximately $800 to $900 million, because people 
are afraid to fly and do the business that they would normally carry out. those trying 
to sell their house might also be out of luck tomorrow, as research by findaProperty.
com found that, from 2005 to 2012, there were 43 per cent fewer transactions on 
fridays that fell on the 13th compared to regular fridays.

D) on the plus side, the daily telegraph notes that friday the 13th is therefore 
the cheapest day to fly, and it can provide “weird bargains” for the brave. House 
sales tomorrow are “likely to run more smoothly” given that staff handling the 
transactions will have more time on their hands, says the newspaper, while happy 
couples hoping to tie the knot might be able to haggle a discount with suppliers for 
a friday the 13th wedding.  

0) It is not a good idea to sell a house on that day.

15) You can find out if there are more or fewer unfortunate events on roads.
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16) It might be cheaper to get married on that day.

17) People can get into trouble if they worry too much on the 13th.

18)  You can find out what an expert says about the fear some people have on that day.

19) there are less expensive plane tickets on a friday the 13th.

20) You can read about the loss the Usa has on that day.

0) 15) 16) 17) 18) 19) 20)
C

 6 pont

Nyelvhelyesség

Task 1

Read the following text about a mysterious rescue. Some words are 
missing. Find the best answer (A, B, C or D) for each gap (1–9). Only 
ONE solution is correct. Write your answers in the boxes after the text. 
There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Man Who Sprained His Ankle And Got Lost In The Alps Led Back  
To Safety By Mysterious Cat

If you needed any more proof of why a cat really is a man’s best friend – here it is.
a hiker who got lost in the alps after spraining his ankle claims to have got back to 
safety all with the help of a mysterious cat. the unnamed man became disorientated 
0) _____ walking in the mountains near gimmelwald, switzerland, after discovering 
that 1) _____ planned route was blocked. luckily for him, he met a 2) ____ cat along 
the way, who guided him back to the right path. the 3) ____, who described his 
experience on reddit, said: ‘[the cat] was just wandering around, [then] found  
4) ____ while I was resting from a hike. ‘then she was walking and kept looking  
5) ____ me to follow [and] led me straight to the path that would take me 6) ____ 
down to the valley.’ the man had been hiking in the surrounding mountains of 
gimmelwald at the end of 7) ____ ski season when he got lost. a video allegedly 
showing the mysterious cat 8) ____ out the man was linked to the reddit post. He 
can be seen following the cat and asking him: ‘Where are you going?’ before realising 
the cat is trying to show him the way. eventually, the man 9) ____ reaches a village 
and bids his rescuer goodbye, saying: ‘Ciao kitty!’ true friendship goals right there.

2. 
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Task 1 – Some Brilliant Things You Didn’t Know Your Phone Could Do

0) 1)  2)  3)  4)  5)  6)  
a f H B d g e

Task 2 – Professor Erno Rubik, Inventor

0) 7)  8)  9)  10)  11)  12)  13)  14)  
a e B I H g J C f

Task 3 – Is Friday the 13th Actually Unlucky?

0) 15)  16)  17)  18)  19)  20)  
C a d B B d C

a következő táblázat segítségével határozhatja meg, hogy az elért feladatpontok 
(itemszámok) hány vizsgapontot jelentenek.

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

20 33

19 31

18 30

17 28

16 26

15 25

14 23

13 21

12 20

11 18

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

10 17

9 15

8 13

7 12

6 10

5 8

4 7

3 5

2 3

1 2

1. 


